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A FORTRAN-IV computer program for handling fuel pin
data is described. Its main features include standardized
output, easy access for data manipulation, and tabulation
of important material property data. An additional feature
allows simplified preparation of input decks for a fuel
swelling computer code (CYGRO-2)... Data from over 300 high-
temperature nitride-and carbide-based fuel pin irradia-
tions have been listed.
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SUMMARY
A large amount of fuel pin irradiation data exists in
the literature, covering a wide range in test conditions
and materials. This data has been used quite often in the
NASA-Lewis work on developing a model to predict fuel pin
behavior in nuclear space power systems. , •i!
To facilitate the handling of this data, a computer
program has been written. Its main purpose is to standar-
dize the data and provide easy access for calculations and
tabulations. It also has additional features which allow
simplified preparation of input decks for an existing fuel
swelling code (CYGRO-2).
Data from over 300 irradiations have been listed. All
are high-temperature carbide - or nitride-based fuel pins
with various clad materials.
INTRODUCTION
In the last .decade, much attention has been given to
the study of ceramic nuclear fuels operating at high tempera-
tures. The effort .at NASA-Lewis has been aimed primarily
towards space nuclear power systems. A major problem area,
common to all such systems, is the eventual swelling of the
metal clad fuel pins. Accurate knowledge of such swelling is
required for the design of reliable, compact, efficient
reactors.
Although much in-core testing of various fuel/clad com-
binations has been done, many aspects of the swelling problem
remain uncertain.. This is due .primarily to the complexity of
the many interrelated processes occurring during irradiation.
In addition,.the wide variety in test conditions, materials
and geometry makes it difficult to isolate the effects of any
single parameter. The time and expense of in-pile testing
shows the desirability of analytical models to predict fuel
swelling. Such models still need experimental data, however,
both in their development and in their verification.
In the course of the work on UN and UC swelling models
at NASA-Lewis, much irradiation .data was accumulated from
diverse sources. To aid in the efficient use of this data,
a computer program (.EXFILE) .was written to store the data.
The program also contains additional features for retrieval
and use of the data. The purpose of this program is threefold:
(1) to provide a single source for all the fuel irradiation
data on UN and UC, (2) .to standardize the data with respect
to units and format, and (3) to allow rapid access to the data
for calculations and comparisons.
This report describes the features of the program, and
lists a summary of the data for the 300-odd experiments that
have been filed.. A listing of the program is presented in
Appendix A, and the experimental data is given in Appendix B.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The program consists of a main routine for data filing,
plus additional subroutines for special purposes. It is
written in FORTRAN-IV and is used on an IBM-7094. Tape stor-
age is used for the experimental data. A complete listing
of the program is given in Appendix A.
Main Filing Program
The three main .functions of the filing program are" :
(1) reading the input; (2) manipulating the data; and (3)
writing the output. These are described in more detail below.
'Input.- Card input is in three blocks" :(1) references;
C2) symbols;, and (3). experiment data packages. Input for
each experiment consists of the parameters listed in Table I.
In addition, any individual reactor cycle data on conditions
or results can be included. Corrections to an experiment data
package can be made by simply correcting the card input and
resubmitting that package. Other experiment packages do not
need to be re-run. New experiments are added by putting their
data packages at the end of a regular data set.
Data manipulation.- After a set of experimental data is
read in, several calculations are made, namely volumetric
heating rate, average centerline'fuel temperature, average
clad temperature and burnup. These parameters, as well as
the input, are stored on a main experiment file tape. In
addition, certain of the more important parameters are stored
on another tape. This is used for the abbreviated summary
sheet output described below.
Output.- The standard output package for each experiment
consists of a page for the total and/or average parameters,
plus one or two pages for individual reactor cycle data if
included. All of this data is expressed in SI units. If
desired, output can be called on for only those experiments
being corrected or added.
Besides the standard output, there is a summary listing
of all experiments. This gives one line of the-most important
parameters for each experiment. The parameters on the summary
sheet are given in more conventional units, and are listed in
Table II.
A complete listing of the summary sheet data and a sample
of the experiment output are given.in Appendix B.
Additional Subroutines
Proper tie's' 'subroutine. - This routine (PROPS) contains
properties for various fuel and clad materials, as well as
some'gases which may be present inside the pin. It is used
in certain calculations for the .main program, such as heat
generation and fuel temperature drop. It is also used to
tabulate properties for the card punching subroutine described
in the next section.
Table III lists the materials and properties included.
The properties are given as functions of temperature, poro-
sity or other parameter where applicable. Most are in the
form of polynomial equations fitted to experimental data.
Sources for the data are given in references (1 to 46).
Card preparation subroutine..- Input for the CYGRO-2 fuel
swelling code (ref.47) requires many calculations and tabu-
lations. A typical data set has about 100 cards. In order
to speed up this process and decrease chances for a mistake,
a subroutine (CYCARD) is available to prepare this input.
Specification of a few CYGRO variables is all that is required,
CYCARD calculates all parameters required for CYGRO in-
put. In addition, it contains fission-gas release models.
It tabulates material properties using the PROPS subroutine,
and punches the cards. An additional feature provides for
overriding any of the experiment information.
User-written subroutine.- This routine is used for the
experimental .data. If desired, the .subroutine is called
after each set of data is read into the core. All pertinent
variables are contained in common blocks. User-written
FORTRAN can be used to store and manipulate the data from
either the experiment data packages or the summary tape. An
example of how this could be used would be :store all experi-
mental burnup and clad strain output and either tabulate this
data or call a library plotting subroutine.
COMPILATION OF DATA
Experimental data are given in Appendix B. Complete
experiment data was not included .due to space limitations,
but a sample is included. It will be noted that much infor-
mation is missing. The compilation relied almost exclusively
on published information, some of which was 10 years old.
It is felt,, however, that all recent work is represented.
Appendix B contains .the complete summary sheet listing, sym-
bols list, reference list, and an example of one of the ex-
perimental data sheets.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A computer program CEXFILE) has been described for
handling data on fuel pin .experiments. It was written to
enable efficient storage,, retrieval and manipulation of the
data. Results from over 300 UN and UC fuel pin tests, avail-
able in the literature, were filed with the program.
Additional features of the program include:
(1) CYGRO-2 input deck preparation
(2) Materials properties subroutine
(3) User-written routines for data handling
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24-character code; firm, capsule
and pin identification
Start and end dates
Number of reactor cycles inputted
Letter-codes for standardized
comments on summary sheet
Clad inner and outer, fuel inner
and outer, plug inner and outer;
cm
Fuel and outer clad; cm
Ratio of pin void volume to macro-
scopic fuel volume
6-character standardized codes for
fuel, clad, plug and internal gas
12-character code for additional
description of fuel and clad




Weight percent of nonuranium
material
Initial cold internal and external
pressures; N/cm2
Irradiation time; hr
Ratio of max/min total burnup in
axial and radial directions
Percent of original uranium; hr~
W/g
 -2 -1Neutron, fast and thermal; cm sec
Fuel inner, fuel outer, clad. Maxi-
mum, minimum and average (with re-
spect to time) for each. °K
Maximum, minimum and average (with
respect to geometry) changes in
clad o.d., fuel i.d. and o.d., fuel
and clad lehetn, 'fuel "volume'.^Percent
Percent re 1 e.as.ed,•; re f e,r ence^d, > to: t;o t al
produced
 {J>/ ..
Any data in addition to information
listed above.
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TABLE III. - PARAMETERS INCLUDED IN PROPERTIES SUBROUTINE
Fuel Materials
UN - High and low oxygen
impurity
UC
90 m/o UC - 10 m/o ZrC
+ 4 w/o W
50 m/o UC - 50 m/o ZrC
+ 4 w/o W
































Fuel and Clad Properties
Thermal expansion - function of
temp.
Elastic modulus - function of
temp., porosity
Poisson's ratio
Thermal conductivity - function
of temp., porosity
Creep rate - function of temp.,
stress
Gas Properties
Thermal conductivity - function
of temp.
Van der Waals constants




C PROGRAM READS, RECORDS AND USES INFORMATION ON FUEL IRRADIATION TESTS.
C
C PRESENTLY DIMENSIONED FOR 230 REFS, 23 SYMBOLS 60 CYCLES AND
C 8 REFERENCES PER EXPERIMENT. TWO 24. C1 TAPES NOW BEING USED.
C TAPE WILL HOLD ABOUT 200 MULTI-CYCLSr EXP. OR ABOUT 700 SINGLE-
C CYCLE EXPERIMENTS.
C
C TAPE EXF001 USED FOR EXPERIMENT SUMMARY INFORMATION.
C
C MAY CALL FOR UP TO 20 SETS OF CYGRO CARDS PER RUN.
C
C SUB1 IS A USER-WRITTEN SUBROUTINE CALLED WHILE EACH EXPERIMENT
C IS IN THE CORE. CAN BE USED FOR CALCULATIONS,TABULATIONS,ETC.
C SU82 IS AN ENTRY USED WHEN SUMMARY TAPE IS TO BE SEARCHED.
C
C
C SYMBOLS NOT DEFINED IN OUTPUT
C A,B =LARGE ARRAYS WITH EXPERIMENT INFORMATION.
C CHECK =ARRAY(2) USED TO DETERMINE IF A OR 8 ARRAY IS USED.
C SUMM =ARRAY USED TO SAVE DATA FOR EXP SUMMARY
C REFNOS=ARRAY OF REF NOS. FOR A PARTICULAR EXP.
C NREFS =NO. OF REFS FOR A PARTIC. EXP.
C REFNUM=NO. OF A REFERENCE (1 TO 230)
C REF =ARRAY (230*12) WITH REFERENCE TFXTS.
C DEFN =ARRAY (230*12) WITH SYMBOL TEXTS.
C TPNUM =NO. OF CURRENT TAPE, 1 OR 2
C NTOT =TOTAL NC. OF EXPERIMENTS ON CURRENT TAPE.
C NSUPM =NO. OF SUMMARY SHEETS DESIRED.
C NCARD =ARRAY(2C) OF EXP. NOS. FOR WHICH CYGRO CARDS ARE DESIRFD.
C NFILE =THE NO. OF THE NEXT EXP. ON THE TAPE BEING READ.





























DAT* YESfNC, BLANK, BLNK2/6HYES ,6HNO , 6H , 2H /












1 FORMT(F3 .0 ,3X,12A6)
2 FORMT(F4.0 ,2X,4A6,2(2X,A6) ,2X,8F3.0 ,F8.0)
3 FDRt -AT (10E8.0)
4 F O R f A T ( 4 A 6 , 5 E 6 . C , 2 ( l X , 2 A 6 ) )
5 FORMT( I2 ,13A6)
6 FORMTdHl,// ,33X , 18H**REFERENCE L IST** , / / / )
7 FORMT(I8,3H. ,12A6)
6 FDRMT ( A 6 , 2 X , 1 2 A 6 )




13 FOR*AT(1H1,55X,19HEXPERIMENT FILE NO. ,13)
14 FORNAT(56X,22(1H*) )
15 FOR*AT(22HOIDENTIFICATICN CODE ,AA6,4H // 11HT!-:ST DATES ,Afe,AH TO
1 ,A<f^H // ,10HREFERENCES,8F5.0)
Ifc FOR^AT(8HOFUEL...,A6,1H(,2A6,4H) ,8HDENS I TY= , F6.2, 9H PERCENT,,
2 12H ENRICHMENT=,F5.2,9H PERCENT, ,12H GRAIN SIZE=F7.1,9H MICR
30NS,,9H STOICH.=F6.3,8H PERCENT)
17 FOR*AT<8HOCLAO...,A6,1H(,2A6,4H) , 8HOENS ITY= , F6.2, 8H PERCENT)
18 FORfAT(17HOPLUG MATERI AL. . . , A6 )
19 FnR^AT(16HOINTERNAL GAS...,A6,3H AT,F6.2,19H N/SOCM INIT.tCOLD))
2C FORMT<1HO,9X,16HINITIAL GEOMETRY, 2AX , 31HTEST CONDITIONS (AVERAGE/
2TOT«L) ,15X,24HTEST TEMPERATURES, OEG K)
21 FORfAT<lX,34(lH-),15X,31(lH-) ,15X,2A( 1H-))
22 FORf-AT(26H CLAD OUTER RADIUS (CM) = , F9.6, 15X, 22HTEST TIME (MRS)
2 »,F9.0,15X,18HFUEL INNER (MAX) =,F6.0)
23 FORMT(26H CLAD INNER RADIUS (CM) = , F9.6, 15X, 22HNO. OF THERMAL CY
2CLES=,F9.0,15X,18HFUEL INNER (MINI =,F6.0)
24 FORNAT(26H FUEL OUTER RADIUS (CM) = , F9.6, 15X, 22HBURNUP RATE(A/0/H
40UR)*,1PE9.2,15X,18HFUEL INNER (AVG) =,OPF6.0)
25 FORMT126H FUEL INNER RADIUS (CM) = , F9.6, 15X, 22HGAMMA HEAT RATE (
5W/G)s,E9.2,15X,18HFUEL CUTER (MAX) =,F6.0)
26 FORMT(26H PLUG OUTER RADIUS (CM) = , F9.6, 15X, 22HFAST FLUX (/SQCM-
6S) s,E9.2,15X,18HFUEL CUTER (MINI =,F6.0)
27 FORfAT(26H PLUG INNER RADIUS (CM) = , F9.6, 15X , 22HTHERMAL FLUX(/SOC
7M-S)*,E9.2,15X,18HFUEL OUTER (AVG) =,F6.0)
28 FORNATI26H FUEL LENGTH (CM) = , F9.6, 15X, 22HMAX/MIN B.U.(RADI
8AL) =,F9.5,15X,18HCLAO CUTER (MAX) =,F6.0)
29 FOR^AT(26H CLAD LENGTH (CM) = , F9.6, 15X , 22HMAX/MIN R.U. (AXI
9AL) =,F9.5,15X,18HCLAD CUTER (MIN) =,F6.0)
3C FORfAT(26H VOID VOLUME/FUEL VOLUME= , 1PE9. 2 , 15X , 22HEXT.OP. PRESS. ( N
l/SQCf)=,OPF9.5,15X,18HCLAD OUTER (AVG) =,F6.0)
31 FORf-AT(44HLTEST RESULTS (ALL VALUES IN PERCENT) ....... )
32 FORMAT (1HO,12X,8HDRMF/RCF,11X,6HDRA/RA,12X,6HDFI /FL , 13X,4HDV/V, 13X
IS
2 f 6 H C R B / R 8 , 1 2 X , 6 H D C L / C L f 8X.11HGAS R E L E A S E )
33 FORMTI4X .8HMAX ,7(F9.4, 9X ) )
F O R * A T < 4 X f 8 H M I N ,7<F9.4 , 9 X M
F O R N A T ( 4 X , 8 H A V G ,6<F9.4, 9X) ,F9 .4)
F G R f A T d l H O N O T E S )
F O R M A T ! 1 U X . 1 3 A 6 )
F O R N A T ( 1 H O , 5 0 X , 4 7 H ( S E E INDIVIDUAL CYCLE D A T A ON
FORMTUH1, 45X,25HINDIVIDUAL CYCLE O A T A ON







4C F O R K A T ( 1 3 2 H O C Y C
2 GPADR G R A O Z
3 M P E P A T U R E . K )
41 FORI*AT(132H NO.
2




















44 FORKAT(132HOCYC GAS DV/V,FUEL.PERCENT ORB/RB, PERCENT
2DRMF/P-HF, PERCENT DRA/RA, PERCENT OFL/Fl, PERCENT DCL/CL
3f PERCENT )
45 FOR^AT{132H NO. RLS MAX MIN AVG MAX MIN ftVG
2MAX MIN AVG MAX MIN AVG MAX MIN AVG MAX
3MIN AVG )
46 FORfAT(lX,I2,13F7.2tlX,6F6.2)
47 FORf-AT( lH l , / /M5X,35HRECORD OF CALCULATIONS FOR EXP. NO.,13,///,
13X,4HCODE,4X,4HDATE,4X,4HFILEf4X,2HDV,5X,3HDOC,3X,4HDDFO,3X,4HDDFI
I ,3X,3HOLF,3X,3HDLCf2X,7HREMARKS/2X,130( lH* ) )
48 F O R ^ A T ( A 2 , 1 3 A 6 )
4S F O R f A T ( / 3 ( 2 X , A 6 ) ,<tF7.2,2F6.2,2X,HA6/66X, l lA6/66X, l lA6)
50 FOR»-AT(1H1,//,55X,23HEXPERIMENT FILE SU^MARY/55X ,231 1H-),///»
51 FOR^AT^4H EXP,7X.14HIDENTIF1C AT ION,8X.99HFUEL MATL CLAD MAT'L R
1GAP TIME TEMP.OEG K BURNUP DIAMETER,IN. OV/V 00/0 GAS REL
1 NOTES /
1 4HNO., 29X,99H(DENSITY» (THK,MILS) M
1ILS HRS FUFL CLAD 0/0 CLAD HOLE 0/0 0/0 0/0
l(RELOU) )
52 FOR^AT(1X,I3,2X,4A6,2X,A6,1H(,I3,3H) ,A6,1H(,I 3,IH),14,17,216,2X,
1F5.2,3X,2(F5.3,2X),3(F5.2,2X),8A1)
53 FORf'AT(lHl,/ / / / ,10X,10(lH*),16H NAMELIST INPUT , 10« IH*),///)
FORMT(1HO,50X,35H{NO INDIVIDUAL CYCLE D A T A INCLUDED))
FORMTUHO,SOX,37H(NO CALCULATION INFORMATION INCLUDED))
FORMT(IHJ)
FOR^AT(50X,22HBURNUP ( A T O M PERCENT)=,F9.3)
FORMT(9E8.0,8A1)
FORt-AT( lHL,10HNCTES / / ,







IAPOR TRANSPORT K=HYPERSTOICHIOMETR 1C
I/, 10X,120HB=NITROGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
1INSIDE FUEL L=HYPOSTOICHIOMETR1C
I/, 10X,120HC=J*PORTANT TEST OATA MISSING
1TION FOUND M=LITHIUM INSIDE PIN
I/, 10X,120HD=TEMPERATUR€ EXCURSION OCCURRED
1 UNKNOWN N=ODD CLAD MATERIAL
I/, 10X,120HE=LINER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLAD










1,//«X,44HA ZERO MAY ACTUALLY SIGNIFY AN UNKNOWN VALUE)
6C FORfAT(lHl/lH2,50X,23HCURRENT TAPE IS NOW NO.,I2/51X,25(IH* ) )




C P R E L I M I N A R I E S
C
W R I 1 E ( 6 , 5 3 )
R E A C ( 5 , O P T S )




IFdPNUM.EQ.2) f = 3
I F ( E X P G U T . E C . Y E S ) NNN=5
I F ( E X P N E W . E Q . Y E S ) NNN=1
I F ( E X P C O R . E Q . Y E S ) NNN=2
I F ( E X P A D D . E G . Y E S ) NNN=3
I F ( E X P C O R . E C . Y E S . A N O . E X P A O O . E Q . Y E S ) NNN=4
IFJNNN.LE.*) EXPCHG=YES




C R E F E R E N C E S
C
IF UNN.EQ.5.AND.LIMOUT.EQ.YES) GO TO 117
IF(PEFCHG.EQ.NO) GO TO 102
00 IOC 1=1,230
RE AC (5,1) REFNUf (I ) , (REF( I , J ) , J=l , 12 )
IFIREFNUMU I.EQ.O. ) GO TO 101
ICC T O T R E F = REFNUMI)
1C1 W R I I E ( M ) A
GO 10 103
1C2 IF(EXPOUT.EQ.NO) GO TO 107
REAC(L) A
IFMPCHG.EQ.YES) WRITEm A
1C3 I = 1
II=C
1CA W R I 1 E ( 6 , 6 >
11=11+50
1C5 WRI1E(6 ,7 ) I , (REF( I ,J) ,J=1,12)
IF (REFNUM(I» .LT. .5 ) GO TO 107
I F ( I I - I ) 10^,105,105
1C7 C O N T I N U E
C
C S Y M B O L S
C
IFCSYHCHG.EQ.NO) GO TO 112
DO 110 1=1,230
RE AC (5, 10 I SYP(I),(DEFN(I,J),J=1,12)
IFCVPm.EQ. BLANK) GO TO 111













115 WRITE(6,11) SYM(I), (DEFM I , J) , J = l , 12 )
1 = 1 + 1
IF(5YMI l.EQ.BLANK) GO TO 117
IF(II-I) 114,115,115
117 CONTINUE




GO TO (1290, HOC, 1100, 1100, 1650, 2000), NNN
11CO REAC(5,2) OUK
































IF(PEFNOS(I).EQ.O.) GO TO 1420
141C NREFS=I
142C CONTINUE


























IFKQ.EO.BLNK2) GO TO 1530
00 1540 1=1,10
REAC(5,62)0,CODE(I),CDATE<I),FNUM<I),<CALC<I,J),J=
IFK.EQ.O.) GO TO 1550
11 )




REAC15,63) (RMRKSI J ,K) , K
CONTINUE
FTAVI=TFI AV ( I )
FTAVO=TFOAV ( I )
CTAVE = TCAV< I )
FTAVO=CTAVE
CTAVE=FTAVO
C********4 MISC. CALCULATIONS —











C THIS CALL GETS FUEL CONSTANTS RFQ'O FOR CALCULATIONS
CON1 = .01*GAMAV*FRHO*FD
CON2 = 8.89E-19*BDOTAV*FD*UDENS
OFtEL = COM + CON2
IF(FTAVO.GT.O..ANO.FTAVI.GT.O.) GO TO 1564












SCON s OFUEL *RfF**2*(CCN3+CONA)/2.
1542 CONTINUE
00 1563 1=1,10
T2 - 1.8*FTAVE - 460.
CONC = .2077*(F(C7,C8,C9,C10,C11,T2))
DEL2 = SCON/2. /COND











































































WRITE(6,37) (CCNMJ J ,K ) , K=l , 13 )
IF«IFIX(RCYC).EG.O) WRITEJ6.5A)
IFdFIX(RCYC).EQ.O) GO TO 1722
WRITE (6, 38 I


















IF(COCEd).EG.BLANK) GO TO 1731
WRI1E<6,47) ITOT
DO 1730 1=1,10




173C WRI1E(6,49) CODE 11),COATE(I ) ,FNU*(I ) .(CALC(I,J),J = 2,7),
1 (RMRKS(I3,J),J=1,11)
1731 CONTINUE
IF(M\N.EQ.5) GO TO 1850
;*******44**** STORE INFORMATION FCR SUMMARY
1735 CONTINUE
00 1750 1=1,A
175C SUKMI) = ID(I)
SU*M5)=FCODE



























lF(l\TCT.EQ.NFILE-l.AND.f»NN.EQ.5) GO TO 1900
IF(TPCHG.EO.NO) GO TO 1650
IFINFILE.EQ.NTOT+l. AND. IDUM.EO.O. ANC.NNN.EQ.2 ) GO TO 1900
IF(ACD.EQ.YES.OR.NNN.EQ.l) GO TO
IF( IOLM.EQ.O) GO TO 1650
I F « N N ) 1200,1100,1200
1900 IF(MVK.NE.l) REV.INO L
IF (TPCHG.EQ.YES) REWIND M
IF<5UBOPT.EQ.l) SUBOPT=0
mfvKN.EQ.5) GO TO 2000
195C REKINO 7
20CC IF(NSL!fM.EQ.O) GO TO 2100
21
c
c *******4** WRITE FILE SUMMARY






















WRITE (6, 52) It «SUMM(K),K = lt5) , ISUMMJ 1 ) , SUMMJ 7 ) , ( ISUMM( K ) ,K=2, 6) ,
1 (SUfM(K),K=13,26)
IF(I^N.EQ.40.0R.I.EQ.ITOT) WRITE (6, 59)

































3C3C IF^FILE.EQ.NTOT + 1)
I=(NTOT-NFILE»*2 *






















C CALCULATES THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL PROPERTIES
C CY =GAS GENERATION CONSTANT FCR FUEL
C 5FF.C =SOLID SWELLING FACTOR FOR FUEL, CLAD
C PBP =CONOUCTIVITY POROSITY FACTOR
C LDENS =U DENSITY IN 100 PERCENT CENSE FUEL, PER CC
C FRHO THEORETICAL DENSITY OF FUEL
C CRHO THEORETICAL DENSITY OF CLAD
C CGAP =GAS CCNDUCTIVITY, BTU/HR-IN-DEGF
C FTENS =SURFACE TENSICN OF FUEL, LB/IN
C ALPHA =THERMAL EXP.(PER DEGF» = FCN. OF TEMPERATURE
C E =ELASTIC MODULUS(PSI) = FCN. OF TEMP AMD/OR POROSITY
C NU =POISSON«S RATIO = FCN. OF TEMP AND/OR POROSITY
C K =THERMAL COND.(BTU/HR-IN-DEGF) = FCN. OF TEMPERATURE
C C,G =CYGRO CREEP CCNSTANTS = FCNS. OF CFl,r.F2,NF OR CC1,CC2,NC
C F,Q =CYGRO PLASTICITY CONSTANTS — PRESENTLY SET TO -25 AND 20.
C \,AN DER HAALS GAS CONSTANTS
C
C CF1,CF2,ETC. ARE IN UNITS OF N/CM2, DEC K, PER I'R
C FOR THE CASE OF UNKNOWN UN 02 IMPURITY, ASSUMES HIGH IMPURITY CONTENT,
C PROPERTIES FROM IBF 6-7-72 MEMO WHERE AVAILABLE.
C UNKNOWN VALUES SET EQUAL TO •ZERO1, OR DUMMY CREEP CONSTANTS USED.
C W, PMV>, SINTfc ALL USE SINTW CREEP.
C NOTE — E AND NL FOR CLAD MAT'LS ARE NOT VALID BEYOND 300UF.
C
C PROFS CALLED FROM CYCARD TO GET PROPERTY VALUES
C PROFS1 CALLED FROM XFMAIN TO GET FUEL CONDUCTIVITY CONSTANTS.
C PROFS2 USED TO GET A TABULATION OF PROPERTIES.









































DAT* (CODEFd ) , I=1,8)/6H UN.6H UN-HIf6H UN-L0.6H UC,6HU10ZRC
l,6Ht,5CZRC,6H UC+4W.6H U02/,
1 (CODECU I ,I = 1,23)/6H T-111.6H T-222.6H 81 1 C,6HTA-IOW, 6HNB-IZ
!R.6hPV,C-ll,6H 0-43, 6H TZM,6H TZC .6HW-25RE , 6HW-26RE.6HW-REMO,
16H SS,6H W,6H PMW.6H SINTH.6H CVOW.6H FCVOW.6H CCVDW,
16H CCVOW,6HLFCVDW,6HHFCVDW,6HWALLOY/,
1 (CODEG( I) ,1=1 ,9)/6HHELIUM,6H NEON,6H ARGON, 6HKRYPTN, 6H XENON
1,6H LI,6H LI2.6H N,6H /,
1 (CODEPU ),!=!, 7I/6H MO,6H SSf6H TA.6H W.6H NB
1»6H RE,6H /
C F U N C T I O N S
C
C C CREEP CONSTANT, GIVEN CFl (XI ) ,CF2 (X2 ) ,NF( X3 ) AND TEMP(T) IN DEG K.
Fim,X2,X3,T)= ALOGIO(XI) + 2.83853*X3 - 0.4342<H* X2/T
C
C VCUNG'S MODULUS FOR FUELS, GIVEN CONST. XI , X2, POR(X3 ), TEMP ( Tl IN DEC F.
F2O1,X2,X3,T»= (X1-X2*X3) * ( 1.-6. 16E-5*( T-T7. ) ) * 1.E6
C
C LINEAR FUNCTION ---
F3(F,G,X)= F * G*X
C
C GENERAL FUNCTION FOR ATH-DEGREE POLYNOMIAL ---
FMA,e,CtDtEtX) = A*-B*X + C*X**2 + D*X**3 * E*X**^
C
C FUNCTION FOR CONVERTING TO DEGREES K, GIVEN DFG F.
DEGK(T)= 5.*(T+459. )/9.
C




2 F O R N A T d O E S . O )
3 FORK AT ( 1H1, ///, 1 5X,A6,/,15X, 6 (1H* ),///)
^ FOR^AT{10E8.0)
5 FGRKAT(A6)
t FORNATI1H1///35H STRESS TO PRODUCE A CREEP RATE OF ,1PE9.3,A3H PER
1 HOIR AT STATED TEMPERA TURESI DEG.K ) .STRESS IN N/SQ.CM( PSI ) . ///10H
I M A T E R I A L , 5(8X,OPF5.0,9X),/7)











RE AC (5,1) FCODE,CCODE,PCODE,GCODE,FC,GS,STO
REAC(5,2>FT,CT,CTAVE,FTAVE






DIMENSION TEMPS15) f S T R E S S ( l O )
D A T * BLNK6/6H /
D A T « (CODEFU ) ,I=1,8)/6H UN,6H UN-HI, 6H UN-LO,6H UC.6HU10ZRC
1,6H150ZRC,6H UC+4W.6H U02/ t
1 (CODEC (I ) , I=1,23)/6H T-111.6H T-222.6H 81 1 C, 6HTA-10W,6HNB-1Z
1R,6HPWC-11,6H D-43,6H TZM,6H TZC .6HW-25RE , 6HW-26RE,6HW-REMO,
16H SS.6H W,6H PMW.6H SINTW.6H CVOW.6H FCVOW.6H CCVDW,
16H CCVl }W,6HLFCVDW,6HHFCVDW,6HW ALLOY/,
1 (CODEGI I) , 1=1 ,9)/6HHELIUM,6H NEON,6H ARGON, 6HKRYPTN, 6H XENON
1,6H LI,6H L12.6H N,6H /,
1 (COOEPU ),!=!, 7I /6H M0.6H SS,6H T^,6H W , 6 H NB
1,6H RE,6H /
C F U N C T I O N S
C
C C CREEP CONSTf lNT, GIVEN CF1 (XI ) ,CF2 (X2 ) , NFC X3 ) AND T E M P ( T ) IN DEG K.
F 1 O 1 , X 2 , X 3 , T ) = ALOGIO(X I ) * 2.83853*X3 - 0.434294* X 2 / T
C
C Y C U N G ' S KCOULUS FOR FUELS, GIVEN CONST. XI , X2, P O R ( X 3 ) .TEMP ( T) IN DEG F.
F 2 O 1 , X 2 , X 3 , T ) = (X1-X2*X3) * ( 1 .-6. 16E-5*( T-77. ) ) * 1.E6
C
C L INEAR FUNCTION ---
F 3 ( F , G , X ) = F * G*X
C
C GENERAL FUNCTION FOR ATM-DEGREE POLYNOMIAL ---
F4 ( / s ,B ,C ,D ,E ,X I = A+B*X * C*X**2 * D*X**3 * E*X**4
C
C FINCTION FOR CONVERTING TO DEGREES K, GIVEN DFG F.
D E G K ( T ) = 5 .* (T+459. )/9.
C








e FOR^AT(1H1///35H STRESS TO PRODUCE A CREEP RATE OF ,1PE9.3,A3H PER
1 HOLR AT STATED TEMPERATURES ( DEG.K ) .STRESS IN N/ SQ.CMI PSI ) . ///10H
1 M A T E R I A L , 5 < 8X,OPF5.0, 9X) , //)












RE AC (5,1) FCOnE,CCODE,PCODE,GCODE,FC,GS,STO
R E A C ( 5 , 2 ) F T , C T , C T A V E , F T A V E






8CC REAC(5,4) RATE, TEMPS
DO EOS 1=1,5
IFUEfPSm.EQ.O.) GO TC 806
8C5 NTE*P=I
ece CONTINUE
WRITE {6,6) R ATE, « TEMPS ( I) , I=1,NTEMP)
81C R E A C ( 5 , 5 ) FCODE
IF(FCCDE.NE.BINK6) GO TC 1006
8 2 0 R E A C ( 5 , 5 ) CCCOE
MMMO2




C 2 1 = C F 2









J = 2 * ( I - 1 ) + 1
STRESS (J)= F5(C20,C21,C22,TEMPS(I),RATE»
860 STRESSU + 1) * STRESS ( J )/. 6895
NNN=2*NTEMP
WRI1E<6,7> COM, (STRESS (I), 1 = 1, NNN>
IF(^N^.EQ.3D GC TO 810
GO 10 820
1CCC ZERC=C.












1020 IFIFCCDE.EQ.COOEFUM GC TO 1030































12CC FTAVEF = 1.8*FTAVE-459.











GO 10 (1400, 1400tl400tl2lOtl220,123C, 1240), KODEF
121C UOENS=3.325E22
FRHC=13.63















































FC(I)= F1(CF1,CF2,NF,DEGK(FT( I) ))
145G FG(I)= NF















C********* INITIALIZE CLAD PARAMETERS
CONTINUE


















2CC1 IFICCCDE.EO.CODECd)) GC TO 2002
2CC2 CONTINUE
27
IFUODEC.GT.4) GO TO 2100
C********4 TA ALLOYS





























































































































































252C IF(KOOEC.GT.20) GO TO 2530
C********4 CVDW W/ KNOWN METHOD
GO 10 2511
253C IFUOOEC.GT.22) GO TO 2540
C*******»« CVDW W/ KNCWN FLUORINE CONTENT
GO 10 2511
254C CONTINUE
C********* y, WITH UNKNOWN OR COMPLEX COMP.
GO 1C 2501
26CC CONTINUE

























C********* GAS CONDUCTIVITIES — IF UNKNOWN , USES XENON
2999 CONTINUE
IF(GCODE.eQ.BLNK6.AND.I*CM.EQ.2) GO TO 3999
IF(KODEG.NE.O) GO TO 3001
00 2000 1=1,9
KODEG= I
3000 lF«GCCDE.EQ.CODEG<m GO TO 3001









































































































































31CC C6 ' CTAVE
CGAF=(F4(C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6) )*l.E-6










IF(PCCDE.EQ.BLNK6.AND.KfM.EQ.2) GO TO 5000
IF(KODEP.NE.O) GO TO 4001
00 «OCO 1=1,7
KODEP= I















$IBFTC CYCRD DEBUG, DECK
SUBROUTINE CYCARO
REAL NFA,NCA,MCCRE,MGAS,NGF,NB,HMH,NNN,MCGPQ,MNHT,MOLES1,MOLES<24)





















DATA CNEtZ f TAMB.TONE,TTWO/1.»0.0t 70.,.001tl./
NAMELIST/CYGl /NCYGRO,FTtCT,NB,PP t NFA t NCA t NT,DELT t FRLS,P,
1 PViATERtGAMAV,KODEF,KOCECiKODEP,KODEGtGS,VF,BOOTAV,
1 C T A V E , F T A V E , C D
NAMELIST/CYG2/CGAP,HGAP,HNOGAP f HWATER,RVOW,AVOW,BVDW,MCORE,RAP,
1 RBP,FTENS,MOLESI,AM.BM,VGH,RQl,RQ2fRQ3,RQ4 tKRItKR2t
1 K R 3 , K R 4 , Q R A T I O
ICC FORMTI8E10.5)
101 F O R f A T ( S F l O . O )
102 FORMTUOF8.0)
103 FORF-AT(2F5.0 ,3E10.6)
1C4 FORMT(5 I5 )
1C5 FORMT<2H* ,8E8.3,F8.0)
106 FORr 'AT( lHO)
107 F O R f A T ( 2 H * ,5E8.3,24X,F8.0)
108 FORMTUOA6)
1 0 5 FORfAT( lHl ,26X,19H 9 0 0 C A R D S )
1 1 0 FORNAT«1H1,26X,19H 1 0 0 0 C A R D S )
111 FORfAT(2H* ,F8.5,56X,F8.0)
112 FORfAT(2H* ,3(8H l),3(8H .33333),16X,F8.0)
113 FORfAT(2H* ,3E8.3,40X,F8.0)
114 FORfAT(2H* ,F8.0,4E8.3,3(8H D.F8.0)
115 FOR*AT(2H* ,8X,4F8.4,24X,F8.0)
1 1 6 FORfAT( lH l ,26X,19H 2 0 0 0 C A R D S )
1 1 7 FORhAT(lHl,26X,26H H I S T O R Y C A R D S//4X.68HVSTM VSTC
2 FOOT F PGAP PWATER QG/CGMAX TWATER TIME)
118 FORNAT(1H1,10X,11HGAS RELEASE)
119 FORI»AT(1HO,11HITERATIONS=,I2,5X,23HFRACTIONAL GAS RELEASE=,F6.4)
12C FORhAT(2H* ,8E8.3,F8.3)
121 FORfAT(lHLt27HMISC. CALCULATED PARAMETERS)









































c********«* SET UP TIKES AND TEMPERATURES.











00 25C 1=2, J
25C TIME(I)=TIMEU-1) + CYCT(I)
26C CONTINUE
DO 265 1=1, NT
265 TWA1ER«I )=S I3*CTAVE-S I2




































C SGMN,HGL,PFILE = 1 --- MPQ, EDOGSt WF ILE = 0
MGAS =0.
MCORE=1.
I F < P A . E Q . O . ) MCORE=0.
CARD 907 ^ C E E , H I S T , K A X C = 0.
DVM*X=l .E-3
MMM=1.E3
C********«* 1 0 0 0 C A R D S
C A R D 1000
. NRF=NFA+1.






















IF(FRLS.GT.O.) GO TO 340
FRLS*.01*RAV
IFJFRLS.EQ.O.) GO TO 360










































OFO> = EXP(-CON15)/BM - CON16/BH/CON15
OEBLG ITR.FX.DFDX
DEBIG BM

















CARDS 10JK J=1,A K=0,3
C RVP*S = 1 FOR ALL 10JK CARDS
C CREEP CONSTANTS THE SAME FOR ALL 10JK CARDS FOR A PARTICULAR J.
C LIMIT CREEP *C« CONSTANT TO -25.
DO 380 1=1, A
380 IF(FCm.LT.-25.) FCU>=-25.
C********** 2 0 0 0 C A R D S









CARDS 200< --- OMIT
CARDS 2003 TO END — SAME ASSIGNED VARIABLES AS CQRRESP. 1000 CARDSt EXCEPT —
CTENS=1.
00 420 1 = 1,4
420 IF(CC<I).LT.-25.) CC(I)=-25.













P G A F ( I )=1.86E4*CON11*(TWATER< M+459.I/VF + PTWO
510 CONTINUE
T L A 5 T = T I M E ( N T ) + 1 .
P L A S T = P G A P ( N T I * « T A M B + S 12 » / ( T W A T E R (NT J + S I2 )
R E A C ( 5 , C Y G 2 )
W R I T E ( 6 , C Y G 2 >





C***** W R I T E 900 CARDS
WRITE(6,109)
WR I IE (6, 106)




W R I T E < 6, 105) CGAP,HGAP,HNOGAP,HWATER,RVOW,AVDW,nVDW,TABS,CNUM(5 )
WRITE(6 ,105 ) Z ,Z ,Z ,OSMAX,DEMAX,RPLUG,QPLUG,TPLUG,CNUM(6)
W R I T E (6, 105) ONE,7. ,MCORE,MGAS,ONE,Z,Z,ONE,CNUM»7)
WRME(6 ,105) Z ,DVMAX,Z,RAP,RBP,Z ,MMM,NNN,CNUH(8)
00
J=I-599
620 C N O K ( J ) = F L O A T ( I )
LLL = 6
DO t22 J=l,4





C***»* W R I T E 1000 CARDS
WRITE(6,110)
WRITE(6 ,106 )







WRITE (6, 105) KRl,RQl,KR2,RQ2tKR3fR03,KR4,RQ4,CNUM(6)
00
WRITE (6, 114) FT(J) ,FALPHA«J),FE(J)fFNU(J»,FK(J),CNUM(LLL)
00 «24 K=l,3
LLL=LLL+1













C***** WRITE 2000 CARDS
WRITE(6,116)
WRITE (6, 106 >
WRITE (6, 105) NRC,NGCtRSCfRSP,MCGPQfQGMAXC,EZtCTcNStCNUM(l)
DO «33 I=1,NLIM
633 WRITE(6,111) RC ( I ) ,CNUM (2 )
WRITE(6 ,112 ) CNUMU)
WRn£(6,113) P1,P2,P3,CKUM(5)




W R n E ( 6 , l l A ) C T ( J ) , C A L P H A ( J ) , C E ( J ) , C N U ( J ) f C K ( J ) , C N U M « L L L )
DO 634 K=l ,3
LLL=LLL-H
W R I T E (6, 115) C C ( J ) , C G ( J ) t C P ( J ) , C Q ( J ) , C N U M ( L L L )
634 CONTINUE
635 CONTINUE
C***** WRITE HISTORY CARDS
WRITE(6,117)
WRITE (6, 106 I
WRITE* 6, 120) Z,Z,Z,Z,P,PWATER,Z, TAME, TONE




















C SUBl USED WHEN MAIN ARRAY OF EXP. INFORMATION IS DESIRED.







1 TCAVO) ,ORMFAV(3) ,ORAAV(3),DFLAV(3)TOVAV(3),DRBAV(3), 74
1 DCLAV(3),CQfM(20,13),NCOMM,CODE(10)fCDATE(10), 358

















N IS EXPERIMENT SUMMARY NUMBER.




APPENDIX B. - EXPERIMENT DATA 39
PREFERENCE LIST**
1. PRIVATE COMMUNICATION WITH W. CHUBB, BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE.
2. FREAJ.OG ET AL. HIGH-TEMP. IRRAO. OF UC. BMI-1622, BATTELLE, 3/6/63
3. CHUBe/PAPRQCKI.DEV OF ADV HIGH-TEMP NUC MATLS AUG-OCT64. BM1-1702.11/1/6
4. CHUet/PAPROCKI.DEV OF ADV HIGH-TEMP NUC FUELS 11/64-1/65.BM1-1716.2/1/65
5. KELLER/CHUBB.DEV OF ADV HIGH-TEMP NUC FUELS AUG-OCT 66. BMI-1788.11/1/66
6. KELLER/CHUBB.DEV OF ADV HIGH-TEMP NUC FUELS NOV66-JAN67.BM1-1795.2/1/67
7. MELEhAN ET AL. IRRADIATICN BEHAVIOR OF UC. BMI-1806. 6/26/67
8. KELLER/CHUBB.OEV OF ADV HIGH-TEMP NUC MATLS 11/67-1/68.8MI-1830.2/1/68
9. KELLER/CHUBB.DEVEL. IN TECHNOL. OF NUC. FUELS 8/67-7/68. BM1-1848.8/1/68
10. KELLER/CHUBB.PROG ON HIGH-TEMP FUELS TECHN 3/68-7/69. BMI-1870. 8/69
11. KELLER/CHUBB.PROG ON HIGH-TEMP FUELS TECHN 11/69-1/70. BMI-1879. 2/70
12. KELLER/CHUBB.PROG ON HIGH-TEMP FUELS TECHN FEB-APR 70. BMI-1884. 5/70
13. KELLER.DEV OF FUELS AND TECH FOR ADV REACTORS 7/69-6/70.BM1-1886.7/70
14. KELLER.OEV OF FUELS AND TECH FOR AOV REACTORS 1/70-3/70.BMI-1905.
15. KELLER.DEV OF FUELS AND TECH FOR ADV REACTORS 7/70-6/71. BMI-1918. 7/71
16. KELLER.DEV OF FUELS AND TECH FOR ADV REACTORS 7/71-9/71.BMI-1919. 10/71
17. ADVANCED MATERIALS PROGRAM, MAR/APR 64. PWAC-1014,PRATT/WHITNEY.
18. ADVANCED MATERIALS PROGRAM, NOV/DEC 64. PMAC-1018,PRATT/WHITNEY.
19. ViEAVER,SC ET AL.EFFECTS CF IRRAD ON UN. ORNL-4461.0AK RIDGE, 10/69
20. KEINSTEIN.FISS GAS REL FROM UN AT HIGH FISS RATE DENS.NASA TN-D-7171
21. ALBRECHT ET AL.HIGH-TEMP IRRAD + POST-IRR ANAL OF UN. UCRL-50727.8/7/69
22. ADVANCED MATERIALS PROGRAM, NOV/OEC 63. PWAC-1012,PRATT/WHITNEY.2/21/64
23. ADVANCED MATERIALS PROGRAM, JUL/AUG 64. PWAC-1016,PRATT/WHITNEY.11/11/64
24. ADVANCED MATERIALS PROGRAM, SEP/OCT 64. PWAC-1017.PRATT/WHITNEY.12/17/64
25. PATRIARCA.FUELS AND MATLS DEV PROGRAM QPR TO 6/30/69.ORNL-4440. OCT 69
26. PATRIARCA.FUELS AND MATLS DEV PROG QPR TO 9/30/69. ORNL-4480. FEB 70
27. PATRIARCA.FUELS AND MATLS DEV PROG QPR TO 12/31/69.ORNL-4520. MAY 70
28. PATRIARCA.FUELS AND MATLS DEV PROG QPR TO 3/31/70. ORNL-4560. AUG 70
29. PATRIARCA.FUELS AND MATLS DEV PROG QPR TO 6/30/70, ORNL-4600. NOV 70
30. PATRIARCA.FUELS AND MATLS DEV PROG QPR TO 9/30/70. ORNL-4630. MAR 71
31. PATRIARCA.FUELS AND MATLS DEV PROG QPR TO 12/31/70.ORNL-TM-3300.JUL 71
32. PATRIARCA.FUELS AND MATLS DEV PROG QPR TO 6/30/71.ORNL-TM-3540. SEP 71
33. WEAVER.20TH HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUELS COMMITTEE MTG.ORNL-CF-68-4-33.4/19/68
34. DAVISON/FIERO.CALC OF UN SWELLING WITH CYGRO-2.NASA TM-X-2224. 3/71
35. DEV CP A THERMIONIC REACTOR SPACE POWER SYSTEM.GACD-6130O/72) .4/19/72
36. DICKERSON/CHUBB.DEV OF AOV HIGH-TEMP NUC MATLS MAY-JUL63.BM1-1645.8/1/63
37. KELLER/CHUBB.OEV OF AOV HIGH-TEMP NUC MATLS FEB.APR 67.BMI-1773.5/1/66
38. THERMIONIC CCNV AND FUEL ELEMENT TEST SUMMARIES. GULF-GA-C12U8.5/25/72
39. DEV. OF A THERMIONIC REACTOR SPACE POWER SYSTEM. 3-6/69 .GA-9594.8/13/70
40. ROUGH.PROP OF FUELS FOR COMPACT NUC SPACE REACTORS.LOG-C04078.BMI.9/66
41. CUNEC ET AL.EXAM OF IRRAD UN FUEL CLAD W/ W-RE OR T-lll.ORNL-TM-3895 72
42. KELLER/CHUBB.OEV OF ADV HIGH TEMP NUC MATLS 11/66-1/67.BMI-1631.5/1/63
43. R/D CN FISS-HTD THERMIONIC CELLS FOR APPL TO NUCLEAR SPS. GA-8965.1/6/69
44. POST-OPERATIONAL EXAMS OF TWO CARBIDE-FUELED 1N-PILE CONV.GA-11004.SEP69
45. IN-PILE THERMIONIC TESTING AT GULF GENERAL ATOMIC.GACD-11000.FEB 71
46. DEV CF A THERMIONIC REACTOR SPACE POWER SYSTEM.GACD-6130(5/72).
47. DEV CF A THERMIONIC REACTOR SPACE POWER SYSTEM.GACD-6130(6/72).
48. IN-PILE THERMIONIC TESTING AT GULF GENERAL ATOMIC.GULF-GA-C11062.OCT 71
49. R/D CN FISS-HTD THERMIONIC CELLS FOR APPL TO NUC SPS.GA-7499.10/65-9/66
50. TMERMCNIC CCNV AND FUEL ELEMENT TEST SUMMARIES. GA-C-2147( 9/71). 11/71
40
51. OEV CF A THERMIONIC REACTOR SPACE POWER SYSTEM.GftCD-6130(9/72).10/25/72
52. DEV CF A THERMIONIC REACTOR SPACE POWER SYSTEM.GACD-6130UO/72). 11/15/72
53. SMITH,JR. IRRAD. OF UC FUEL FORMS. NASA TM-X-52696. 10/23/69
54. SMITH,JR. IRRAD. OF <U,ZR»C FUEL TO 11000 HRS. NASA TM-X-52913. 10/26/70
55. SMITH,JR.EXAM OF UC-ZRC AFTER LONG-TERM IRRAO.NASA-CR-120995. 12/21/72
56. GULF-GA RADIOGRAPH FINDINGS AFTER JUNE 1972 SHUTDOWN.
57. URANIUM NITRIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT - SNAP 50. REPT. PWAC-488. OCT. 1965
41


















































UC WITH 10 MOLE PERCENT ZRC PLUS 4 W/0 TUNGSTEN
UC WITH 50 MOLE PERCENT ZRC PLUS 4 W/0 TUNGSTEN
UC PLUS 4 H/0 TUNGSTEN
UPAMUM NITRIDE, UNKNOWN OXYGEN CONTENT
UIS WITH HIGH OXYGEN CONTENT UGT. 1000 PPM)




CVD TUNGSTEN, FROM THE FLUORIDE
CVD TUNGSTEN, FROM THE CHLORIDE
OLPLEX CVD TUNGSTEN (FCVDW 4 CCVDW LAYERS)





MOLYBDENUM- .5TI- .08ZR- .03C
TLNGSTEN- 26RHENIUM











BL'RNUP RATE, ATOM PER CENT PER HOUR
BASED ON ORIGINAL URANIUM
CAPSULE
CLAD LENGTH
CHANGE IN X VARIABLE, PERCENT (MAX.MIN.AVG REFERS TO GEOMETRY),
CLAD 00 INCREASE, PERCENT
FUEL VOLUME INCREASE, PERCENT
CLAD OD, FUEL IOIHOLE)
FUEL LENGTH
GAKMA HEATING RATE, WATT/GRAM
RATIO OF MAX TO MIN BL'RNUP IN RADIAL DIRECTION
42
** SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS **
GRAOZ R*TIO OF MAX TO MIN BURNUP IN AXIAL DIRECTION
Rl CLAD OUTER RADIUS
RKF FIEL OUTER RADIUS
RA FIEL INNER RADIUS
RCAP FLEL/CLAD RADIAL GAP
STCIOH FLEL STOICHIOfETRY, PERCENT OF C OR N.
TICE IPRAOIATION TI«Ef MRS






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A=POSSIBLE SIGNIFICANT CAN PRESSURE
B=NITROGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
C=IMPCRTANT TEST DATA MISSING
C=TEMPERATURE EXCURSION OCCURRED
E=LINER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLAD





























































BMI CAPS. 42-14 PIN 204
BMI CAPS. 42-14 PIN 205
BMI CAPS. 42-15 PIN 224
BMI CAPS. 42-15 PIN 227
BMI CAPS. 42-16 PIN 243
BMI CAPS. 42-16 PIN 244
BMI CAPS. BRR-3 PIN 289
BMI CAPS. BRR-4 PIN 294
BMI CAPS. BRR-4 PIN 295
BMI CAPS. BRR-4 PIN 296
BMI CAPS. BRR-4 PIN 297
P/W EXP.2<-150T PIN 348
P/W EXP.24-150M PIN 349
P/W EXP.24-150B PIN 350
P/W EXP.2«-151M PIN 356
P/W EXP.26-151B PIN 358
P/W EXP.26-153M PIN 368
P/W EXP.24-154B PIN 347
P/W EXP.24-160T PIN 323
P/W EXP.26-160M PIN 327
P/H EXP.24-160B PIN 329
P/W EXP.24-171T PIN 500
P/W EXP.26-171M PIN 506
P/W EXP.24-171B PIN 510
P/W EXP.24-173M PIN 419
P/W EXP. 26-1738 PIN 424
P/K EXP.24-174M PIN 420
P/W EXP.26-174B PIN 426
P/W EXP.26-190T PIN 405
P/W EXP.26-190M PIN 410
P/W EXP. 24-1908 PIN 409
P/W EXP.24-191T PIN 412
P/t» EXP.24-191M PIN 402
P/W EXP.24-191B PIN 411
GGA BRR-8 PIN 90-21
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































G H K P
NOTES
A=POS51BLE SIGNIFICANT CAN PRESSURE
B=NITROGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
CMMPCRTANT TEST DATA MISSING
D=TEMPERATURE EXCURSION OCCURRED
E=LINER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLAD





























































GGA fK VI IC-I5
GGA PK VI IA IC-B2


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































«=POSSIBLE SIGNIFICANT CAN PRESSURE
B=NITROGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
C'IMPCRTANT TEST DATA MISSING
D=TEMPERATURE EXCURSION OCCURRED
E=LINER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLAD











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B G 0 P
NOTES
A=POSSIBLE SIGNIFICANT CAN PRESSURE
B=NITROGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
C=IMPCRTANT TEST CATA MISSING
D=TEMPERATURE EXCURSION OCCURRED
E=LINER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLAD




















161 LRL-1 PIN 2-A
162 LRL-1 PIN 3B
163 LRL-1 PIN 40
164 LRL-1 PIN 5E
165 LRL-1 PIN 6G
166 LRL-1 PIN 7H
167 LRL-1 PIN 81
168 LRL-2 PIN N
169 LRL-2 PIN P
170 LRL-2 PIN 0
171 LRL-2 PIN 0
172 LRL-2 PIN L
173 LRL-2 PIN L
174 LRL-2 PIN J
175 BMI HT-BRR-8 PIN 336
176 BMI HT-BRR-8 PIN 337
177 BMI HT-BRP-6 PIN 330
178 BMI HT-BRR-8 PIN 331
179 BMI HT-BRR-7 PIN 322
180 BMI HT-BRP-7 PIN 323
181 BMI HT-BRP-6 PIN 314B
182 BMI HT-BRP-6 PIN 3158
183 BMI HT-BRP-6 PIN 316
184 BMI HT-BRP-6 PIN 317
185 BMI HT-BRP-10 PIN 348
186 BMI HT-BRP-10 PIN 351
187 BMI HT-BRR-10 PIN 352
188 BMI HT-BRP-10 PIN 350
189 BMI HT-BRR-10 PIN 353
190 ORNL PJN LN-1T
191 ORNL PIN IN-1B
192 ORNL PIN LN-2T
193 ORNL PIN LN-2B
194 ORNL PIN LN-3T
195 ORNL PIN LN-3B
196 ORNL PIN LN-4T
197 ORNL PIN LN-4B
198 ORNL PIN LN-5
1S9 ORNL PIN LN-6T



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A=POSJIBLE SIGNIFICANT CAN PRESSURE
B'NITROGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
C=IMPCRTANT TEST DATA MISSING
D=TEMPERATURE EXCURSION OCCURRED
E=LINER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLAD






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A=POSSI8LE SIGNIFICANT CAN PRESSURE
B=NITROGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
C=IMPCRTANT TEST DATA MISSING
C=TEMFERATURE EXCURSION OCCURRED
E=LINER BETHEEN FUEL AND CLAD






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A=POSJIBLE SIGNIFICANT CAN PRESSURE
B=NITROGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
C=IMPCRTANT TEST DATA MISSING
C=TEMPERATURE EXCURSION OCCURRED
E=LINER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLAD














































































PBR CAPS. 323 PIN A
PBR CAPS. 323 PIN B
PBR CAPS. 323 PIN C
PBR CAPS. 323 PIN D
PBR CAPS. 323 PIN E
PBR CAPS. 323 PIN F
PBR CAPS. 325 PIN A
PBR CAPS. 325 PIN B
PBR CAPS. 325 PIN C
PBR CAPS. 325 PIN D
PBR CAPS. 325 PIN E





























































































































































































































































































































































































A=POSJIBLE SIGNIFICANT CAN PRESSURE
B=NITPOGEN OVERPRESSURE ON FUEL
C=IMPCRTANT TEST DATA MISSING
C=TEMPERATURE EXCURSION OCCURRED
E=LINER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLAD



















IDENTIFICATION CODE PBRF 69-01 PIN 001-503C // TEST DATES 052570 TO 110171 // REFERENCES
FUEL... UN-Wit ) DENSITY* 94.88 PERCENT, ENRICHMENT* 8.20 PERCENT, GRAIN SIZE**
CLAC... T-llK W/ M LINER I DENSITY=100.00 PERCENT
PLUG MATERIAL...
-0.






























TEST TIME tHRS) = 8070.
NO. OF THERMAL CYCLES' 82.
BURNUP RATE(A/0/HOUR)= 1.11E-04
GAMMA HEAT RATE (W/G)= 0.10E+01
FAST FLUX I/SQCM-S) = 0.50E+12
THERMAL FLUXl/SOCM-S)= 0.11E+14
MAX/MIN B.U.(RADIAL) = 1.29000
MAX/MIN B.U. (AXIAL) = 1.27000
EXT.OP.PRESS.(N/SQCM)= 27.50000
BURNUP (ATOM PERCENT)= 0.896
FISS. HEAT RATE(W/CC)= 338.0
-0. MICRONS, STOICH.=-0. PERCENT




































































PIN CONTAINED 6 FUEL PELLETS OF LENGTH .375-.376 IN. — NO SPACERS.
TLNGSTEN LINER(LOOSE) IS 3.4 MILS THICK, AND IS INCL. IN CLAD DIMENSION.
TC HELLS EXTEND TO ABOUT THE MIDPOINT OF THE 2ND PELLET FROM EACH END.
AVERAGE INNER FUEL TEMPERATURE WAS 1260 K AT TOP, 1247 K AT BOTTOM.
AVERAGE CLAD TEMPERATURE IS AVG. OF BOL AND EOL CALCULATED VALUES.
MEASURED POST-TEST INTERNAL PRESSURE OF 8.2 N/CM2.
ClAO INTEGRITY OK, 1 PERCENT DUCTILITY AFTER TEST. FUEL IN GOOD CONDITION.
CLAD DELTA 00 BASED OM MEASUREMENTS AT 14 LOCATIONS.
AIL PELLET POST-TEST ID'S WITHIN PRE-TEST MEASUREMENT RANGE, EXCEPT
PELLET 4, WHICH WAS 1 MIL GREATER.
MEASURED A POST-TEST VOID VOLUME DECREASE OF .123 CC, WHICH IS 2.9 PERCENT
OF THE ORIGINAL FUEL VOLUME.
BL'RNUP HAS GREATEST IN THE END PELLETS.
FLEL 00 INCREASES WERE .51,.42,.19, 23,.36,.45 PERCENT FOR THE 6 PELLETS.
CLAD OD DECREASE WAS GREATEST IN THE CENTER OF THE PIN.
MEASURED DENSITY DECREASE OF 1.61 PC IN PELLETS 1 AND 6, 1.9 PC IN 3.
RADIAL BURNUP GRADIENT IS FROM TOP OF PELLET 2 -- WAS NOT AS STEEP AT 5.
FCEL LENGTH CHANGES (PAX AND MIN) ARE FOR PELLETS 6 AND 1 RESP.
AVERAGE VOLUME CHANGE IS FROM POST-TEST FUEL DIMENSIONS.
FLEL DID NOT TOUCH CLAD.
(NO INDIVIDUAL CYCLE DATA INCLUDED)
(NO CALCULATION INFORMATION INCLUDED)
